
 

Behaviour Policy       Updated September 2019 
 
Rationale 
 
At Beever Primary School, it is a primary aim that every member of our school community feels valued and respected, 
and that each person is treated fairly and well. Relationships are built firmly on the key values of mutual trust and 
respect, and we aim to instil a sense of self-discipline in our pupils and to ensure that they take responsibility for their 
own actions. 
 
This policy supports our Mission Statement, ‘Encouraging children to learn and achieve in a secure, caring 
environment’ and aims to help our children to become positive, responsible and increasingly independent members of 
our school community.   
 
The behaviour policy is underpinned by the following essential principles: 
 

 Praising good behaviour 

 Building good relationships 

 Developing good home/school links 

 Planning for effective classroom and school management 

 Involving all staff 
 
Beever Primary School is committed to enabling all children to access education successfully and part of this 
commitment is ensuring that there is a high standard of behaviour throughout the school.  We reward good behaviour 
as we believe that this helps to develop an ethos of kindness and cooperation and this policy is designed to promote 
such behaviour. Consideration for others is the prime factor; children are expected to behave in such a way, that no 
other child is prevented from learning, or is put in physical danger by the improper behaviour of others. Staff treat 
children with politeness and consideration and it is expected that children will return this with courtesy.  Good 
discipline is maintained by constant supervision and the anticipation of problems; good behaviour is encouraged 
through a clear system of rewards. When unacceptable behaviour is present, sanctions understood by staff, pupils and 
parents exist to counter it. 
 
 
The school behaviour policy operates in conjunction with the following policies: 
 

 Anti-bullying policy 

 Special Educational Needs policy 

 Equal Opportunities policy 

 Safeguarding and Child Protection policy 

 Disability Discrimination 
 
Beever Primary School has adopted the ‘Team-Teach’ training approach, which is BILD accredited. A significant part of 
the training centres on minimising the requirement for use of force and it also includes a range of personal safety 
strategies and methods for holding children safely.   We cater for children between the ages of 3 – 11 years. The 
majority of our children attend nursery part time, some of our younger children may require assistance with toileting 
and personal care. On occasions, young children require physical comforting and reassurances. We expect staff to act 
as a reasonable parent.  There may be occasions when it is necessary for staff to use a physical intervention. Allowing 
a child to hurt themselves or others, damage property or put themselves in a dangerous situation is clearly not in the 
best interests of the child and therefore interventions are justified. 
 
 
Rules 
At the beginning of each year, members of staff will, in conjunction with the class, discuss and develop their own set 
of class rules. The language used when formulating these rules will be appropriate to the age of the children and be 



 

worded positively: this approach will ensure that rules are broad and share the same common themes, but will give 
ownership of them to the children.  The rules will be regularly reinforced by school staff through praise and rewards 
and through the use of sanctions, if necessary. 
 

 
Rewards 
“Catch us doing something good!” 
 
The first focus is on good behaviour with positive comments being common place for those behaving well.  Staff refer 
to rules frequently and any action in which a member of staff recognises as contributing to the school aims, e.g.  good 
manners, co-operation, great work, helpfulness etc is rewarded with house points.  All children in school are placed 
into one of four houses: Thames, Egerton, Moorby and Shaw. Good behaviour or work is rewarded with house points 
and these are accrued over the week in each of the classes.  On Fridays the house points are totalled and the winners 
are announced in the weekly celebration assembly. 
 
A variety of other strategies for rewards are used within the school. Some of these are outlined below: 
 

 Verbal praise 

 Stickers/stamps 

 Notes or messages home 

 Early Years and Key Stage 1 assembly awards (Star of the Week) 

 Merit certificates in Friday assemblies 

 Termly special assembly with parents/carers where special awards are given out to children for good 
work/behaviour etc 

 Good to be Green: rewards planned by the staff for children who have consistently demonstrated good 
behaviour over the half term, term and whole academic year 

 Some classes operate a raffle system, mystery worker and/or prize box to reward good behaviour 
 

 
Sanctions 
 

When dealing with difficult behaviour, there are three main considerations: 
 

 Care for the individual involved 

 Ensuring a prompt, fair and consistent response 

 Meeting with parents/carers if the behaviour is a cause for concern 
 
 
If a pupil fails to follow a set of rules, the following hierarchy of sanctions will apply: 
 

 Non-verbal reminder to make it clear to the pupil that they are not behaving appropriately  

 Verbal reminder to the pupil about their behaviour/rule they have broken 

 Repeat the reminder given and warn the pupil of the possible consequence 

 The pupil is given a yellow warning card (now they have lost a Good to be Green point) 

 If the pupil continues to misbehave they will be given a red card; parents are informed that their chid has 
received a red card and they may be sent to a member of the Leadership Team (Greg Oates, Nicola Edwards, 
Katie Jones, Kath Hilton) 

 A pupil may be moved to sit separately from others for a short while or given time out in the class area 

 Time out in another classroom with appropriate work provided 

 Loss of privileges e.g. part of playtime/activities 

 Asked to write a letter of apology 

 Class teacher may talk informally with parents 

 Home/school liaison (smiley face) chart may be started 

 Behaviour log may be started 

 Taken to Mrs. Hilton (Pastoral leader) 

 Taken to Miss. Jones (Assistant head) or Mrs. Edwards (Deputy head) 

 Taken to Mr. Oates (Headteacher) 

 A formal meeting with parents may be arranged with Mr. Oates and the class teacher 

 Lost learning time made up after school (arrangements made prior with Senior Leadership Team and 
parents/carers 



 

Serious offences will result in a fixed term exclusion- according to Local Authority guidelines. Permanent exclusions 
may also be used in extreme circumstances, again according to Local Authority guidance. 
 
The Local Authority has developed clear procedures for excluding pupils whose bad behaviour has become quite 
unacceptable. Hopefully before the headteacher is required to invoke such drastic measures the school can draw on 
an established system of sanctions, which, if effective, avoid such terminal decisions. A copy of these sanctions is 
attached. (Appendix A) 
 
Behaviour will be recorded on the class ‘Good to be Green’ weekly log and this information will be given to the 
Headteacher at the end of each week so that behaviour can be monitored.  Class teachers will liaise with midday 
supervisors each day to discuss individuals and specific behaviours.  Midday supervisors will use their behaviour books 
to record specific issues and they will hand these in daily to Kath Hilton (Pastoral Lead). 
 
 
Children with Challenging Behaviour 
 
Some children may need a personalised approach to their specific behaviour needs and other programmes of 
intervention and support may be used in conjunction with external agencies.   
 
With children who do display challenging behaviours, the use of individualised star/sticker charts may be used to 
encourage positive attitudes and to manage behaviour (these are not displayed in the classroom but are private 
incentives for individuals as part of their provision). 
 
A child who regularly misbehaves and does not respond to reasonable measures will be referred to Kath Hilton 
(Pastoral Lead) and Carey Toft (SENCO).  In certain cases, advice will be sought from other agencies such as the 
Educational Psychologist, Healthy Young Minds, Jigsaw Team, etc and additional support and mentoring may be 
offered.  Personalised targets, rewards and sanctions may be devised and these will be included in a child’s Individual 
Educational Plan. 
 
 
The Role of the Headteacher and Leadership Team 
 
It is the role of the Headteacher (along with the Deputy Headteacher, Assistant Headteacher and Pastoral Lead) to 
implement the school behaviour policy consistently throughout the school and to report to governors, when 
requested, on the effectiveness of the policy.  The leadership team support the staff by implementing the policy, 
setting standards of behaviour and by supporting staff in the implementation of the policy.  They will also monitor 
behaviour logs and provide support to the staff. 
 
The Headteacher has the responsibility for giving fixed-term exclusions, in-line with the Local Authority guidance. 
 
 
The Role of the Staff 
 
It is the responsibility of the staff to ensure that the school rules are enforced in class, and that children behave in a 
responsible manner during lessons and around school.  Staff have high expectations of the children in terms of 
behaviour, and they strive to ensure that all children work to the best of their ability.   Staff treat all children fairly 
with respect and understanding and they liaise with others (including external agencies) to support and guide the 
progress of each child.  Class teachers report to parents about the behaviour, attitudes and progress of the children in 
their class.  Staff adhere to the whole school policy and report concerns etc to the relevant people. 
 
 
The Role of the Parents and Carers 
 
Strong partnerships between children, home and school are central to the children’s safety, wellbeing and learning at 
Beever Primary School, and we believe by working together that the discipline and behaviour of our pupils will be 
maintained and respected by all. 
 



 

If there are concerns about behaviour, parents will be contacted as soon as possible and strategies will be put into 
place to support the child.   We also welcome early contact from parents/carers where there are any concerns about 
their child’s behaviour.  
 
Parents can help school in the following ways: 
 

 Making sure that children arrive punctually for the start of the school day. 

 Ensuring regular attendance at school and avoiding unnecessary pupil absence. 

 Ensuring children are wearing the correct uniform and have the appropriate PE kit so as to take full part in all 
school activities. 

 Ensuring that pupils show a proper regard for other people’s property, buildings and the environment. 

 Supporting the school in our policy to ensure that all pupils behave in a responsible manner, both towards 
themselves and others by showing consideration, courtesy and respect for others at all times. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Beever Primary School       Appendix A 
 
Behaviour Policy 
 
Sanctions 
 
Low level behaviours (those requiring non-verbal strategies or reminders) 

 Shrugging shoulders 

 Moaning/complaining 

 Making silly noises 

 Huffing/puffing/tutting 

 Eye rolling 

 Talking over other people 

 Messing in the cloakroom/toilets 

 Wandering around the classroom/off task 

 Throwing a piece of equipment across the table to someone 

 Running indoors 

 Stamping feet 

 Play fighting at break time/getting too boisterous 

 Snatching/not sharing with others 

 Putting heads down/no eye contact (not listening) 
 

 
Yellow card   

 Inappropriate language used when talking with peers 

 Giving cheek/back chatting 

 General disobedience after a first warning 

 Stealing (minor) 

 Ignoring instructions given 

 Making rude gestures/signals  

 Being unkind to others (name calling) 

 Damaging school equipment 

 Going out of the classroom without permission from an adult 

 Continual chatting during lesson time 
 
                                 
Red card  

 Fighting 

 Stealing (major) 

 Insolence and defiance 

 Deliberate and continual disruption 

 Theft 

 Deliberate vandalism 

 Bullying 

 Threatening adults 

 Running away from adults 

 Arguing with adults 

 Inappropriate language used to offend/hurt others 

 Throwing things in anger which could cause harm 

 Deliberately hurting/injuring another child or member of staff 

 Leaving school without permission 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Exclusion 
 
Fixed term exclusions are seen as a last resort, after all other attempts to modify behaviour have not been successful.  
Exclusion serves several purposes, including: 

 To act as a punishment and reinforce, in the mind of the child, the seriousness of the behaviour. 

 To maintain high standards of behaviour in school. 

 To secure the wellbeing and entitlement of other children and staff in school. 
 
If the Headteacher decides to exclude a child, the parents/carers will be informed as soon as possible; they will be 
invited in for a meeting and issued with a letter giving details of the incident and setting out their legal rights 
regarding exclusion.  Appropriate work will be set for the children to carry out at home whilst they are absent from 
school. 
 
Exclusions may take place as the result of: 

 Verbal abuse to staff 

 Physical abuse to staff 

 A serious, deliberate and violent attempt to injure 
 
Once a child has had their exclusion, there is a formal procedure in which the child is re-admitted to school. The child 
and parent should enter school at the front door on the first morning back and meet with the Head teacher before 
being re-admitted to class. 
 
Exclusions will remain on a child’s record for a period of twelve months. If there are no further excludable offences, 
then the exclusion will be cleared. 
 
 
 
Guidelines for the ‘Good to be Green’ system 
 
 

‘Good to be Green’ charts are displayed visibly in all classrooms.  All children begin a new day on a green card and the 
aim is to remain on this for the entire day; children who stay green all day receive a point and these are added up over 
the half term, term and year (rewards are given for those children who have consistently remained on green).  In 
addition to this, special ‘Good to be Green’ stickers may be awarded to children and messages/postcards may be sent 
home as recognition of a child’s good behaviour.  Where children fail to meet the rules and misbehave, cards may be 
issued and appropriate sanctions put in place as previously mentioned. 
 
 
 
Behaviour Flowchart 
 

Class warnings /sanctions 
 
 

Loss of Privileges 
 
 

Time out in class area 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mrs. Edwards   or   Mr. Drake 
      (Deputy Head)       (Assistant Head) 

 
Stealing (minor) 

Continued disruption 
Insolence & defiance 

Bad language 
(meet with parents if necessary) 

Mrs. Hilton 
(Pastoral Leader) 

 
Emotional distress 

Children on Mrs. Hilton’s caseload 
(meet with parents if necessary) 

Mr. Oates 
(Headteacher) 

 
Verbal/Physical abuse to staff 

Leaving school premises without permission 
Deliberate and violent attempt to injure 

Offensive remarks made to staff 

Mrs. Edwards 
(Deputy Head) 

 
When Mr. Oates is unavailable 



 

 

Date: 

 

Dear Parent, 

I am writing to inform you that ______________________________ was issued with a red card today for 

________________________________________. 

A red card is given for particularly poor behaviour, and I hope that by receiving this, your child will 

understand the serious nature of the incident involved and will work hard to get back on track. 

If you need to speak to myself about this incident, please contact the school for an appointment. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Name of Child   ____________________________________________ 

 

I can confirm I have received the letter regarding the red card issued to my child. 

 

Signed: ________________    Date: __________________ 

 
 


